
 
 

 

 

Background 

  The Department of Revenue (DOR) and the Department of Personnel & Administration (DPA) Integrated 

Documents Solutions (IDS) have collaborated on the development and implementation of the Tax Pipeline 

process with the project becoming operational in FY 2014-15.   

 Increases in common policy allocations and total compensation are centrally determined and non-negotiable, 

but rates must be set to cover all costs.  

 IDS’ Document Solution Group (DSG) employs an expense pooling methodology for all services it offers. 

DSG has two major customers, DOR and Secretary of State (SOS). Changes in either of these customer’s share 

of volume affects the way expenses are allocated to services provided for each customer. In FY 2018-19 SOS’ 

volumes drastically increased leading to reduced costs for DOR. Without the election year anomaly causing a 

change in volume DSG would have charged DOR $682,513 more than their appropriation in FY 2018-19. 

 The combination of volumes returning to normal, across the board salary increases, and overhead increases 

have led to FY 2019-20 estimated Tax Pipeline expenses that are $932,415 greater than DOR’s current 

Document Management line item appropriation.  

 Due to the change in the cost pool percentages for DOR and SOS, and an increase in total expenses, the 

Department is requesting a General Fund increase of $932,415 in FY 2019-20 and ongoing on behalf of DOR 

for its (3) Taxation Business Group, (C) Taxpayer Service Division, Document Management line item.    
Integrated Documents Solutions Rate Setting Methodology 

  IDS employs a rate setting methodology for all services that it provides. This previously vetted methodology 

allocates operating and labor expenses based on which program incurs them, and allocates departmental 

overheads, such as payments for common policies, to programs based on FTE. Recently, common policy 

allocations have been increasing drastically. IDS is statutorily obligated to cover costs with its rates, therefore 

these common policy increases have driven up costs for all of IDS’ services.  

Tax Pipeline Process Allocated Expense Increases 

  Total expenses allocated to the rates for the Tax Pipeline Process have increased by 16% from FY 2018-19 

to FY 2019-20. Had volumes remained at their historical levels in FY 2018-19 expenses allocated to the rates 

for the Tax Pipeline Process would only be increasing by 5%. The following table details the increase from 

FY 2018-19 to FY 2019-20. 
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Consequences of Problem 

  If DOR’s Document Management line is not increased they will not be able to pay for the Tax Pipeline services 

that DSG provides. If DOR is not able to pay in full for IDS’ services the Central Service Revolving Fund will 

be negative by the end of FY 2019-20. 

 Common policy allocations and salary survey increases are centrally set and all departments are required to 

contribute their determined amount. IDS must include these expenses in their rate setting process and it is 

therefore likely that DOR’s appropriation will need to increase in the future to stay in line with increases in 

IDS rates.    

DOR Expense Charts 

  The following chart details the total increases in expenses that are allocated to the rates for the Pipeline 

Process: 

 

 The following chart details the increases in overhead expenses that are allocated to the rates for the Pipeline 

Process: 

 

 


